ADVISORS LIST

Undergraduate Co-op / Undergraduate Internships

College of Engineering
- Aerospace Engineering (AE) Karen Houston
- Biomedical Engineering (BMED) Dennis Lindsay
- Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering (CHBE) Rob Rogers
- Civil Engineering (CE) See one of the other Advisors listed
- Computer Engineering (CMPE) Sonia Anderson
- Electrical Engineering (EE) Sonia Anderson
- Environmental Engineering (ENVE) See one of the other Advisors listed
- Industrial Engineering (IE) Karen Houston
- Materials Science & Engineering (MSE) Lanie Damon
- Mechanical Engineering (ME) See one of the other Advisors listed
- Nuclear & Radiological Engineering (NRE) See one of the other Advisors listed

College of Computer Science
- Computer Science (CS) Lanie Damon

College of Science Sonia Anderson
- Biochemistry (BCHM)
- Biology (BIOL)
- Chemistry (CHEM)
- Discrete Math (DMTH)
- Earth & Atmospheric Sciences (EAS)
- Mathematics (MATH)
- Physics (PHYS)
- Psychology (PSYC)

College of Design Sonia Anderson
- Architecture (ARCH)
- Building Construction (BC)
- Industrial Design (ID)

Ivan Allen College Dennis Lindsay
- Applied Language (ALIS)
- Computational Media (CM)
- Economics (ECON)
- Economics & International Affairs (EIS)
- Global Economics & Modern Languages (GEML)
- History, Technology & Society (HTS)
- International Affairs (INTA)
- International Affairs & Modern Languages (IAML)
- Literature, Media, and Communication (LMC)
- Public Policy (PUBP)
- Science, Technology & Culture (STC)

Scheller College of Business Dennis Lindsay
- Business Administration (BA)

All Undecided students See one of the other Advisors listed
Fellowships Kathryn Meehan

Graduate Co-op & Internships / Office of Graduate Education Ken Little and Robbie Ouzts

Global Internship Program / Office of Int'l Education Jennifer Evanik and Allison Noffsinger

Pre-Health Advising Francisco Castelan

Pre-Law / Pre-Teaching Advising Susan Belmonte